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Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN 

membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world. 

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as 

maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and 

#TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 
Google DeepMind and Royal Free in five-year deal - via digitalhealth2 
 
The Guardian view on the NHS cash crisis: social care comes first Editorial - via guardian 
 
Digital health is ‘clash of cultures and methodologies,’ says leading doctor' - via HealthITCentral 
 
JMIR: Do We Still Have a Digital Divide in Mental Health? A Five-Year Survey Follow-up - via  
Study 
 
Google DeepMind, NHS announce new agreement to address data sharing concerns - via  
MobiHealthNews 
 
10 #AHSNs introducing the @WEAHSN Don’t Wait to Anticoagulate project to reduce #AF-
related strokes - via WeAHSN 
 
Dementia guide for carers and care providers - via NHS_HealthEdEng 
 
From the U.S.: Why Venture Capitalists Are Caring More About Home Care - via Forbes 
 
Medicine is about to become data science supported by clinicians - via HealthStandards 
 
Event: European Summit on Digital Innovation for Active and Healthy Ageing - 6-8 Dec, 
Brussels - via DSMeu 
 
Care homes in crisis as revised figures reveal surge in insolvencies - via guardian 
 
The social care system needs a rescue package – to help the NHS survive (David Brindle) - via  
guardian 
 
New technique could remove specific fears from your brain - via mashable 
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Financial sustainability of the NHS - via NAOorguk 
 
New checklist to support effective governance and engagement within STPs - via NHSCCPress 
 
Care providers must not wait for limits of analogue telecare to appear before adopting digital - 
via PublicTech 
 
Social care isn’t just about looking after an ageing population - via guardian 
 
Private money is the NHS’s saviour, not its bogeyman - Stephen Dalton - via guardian 
 
Doctors threaten to boycott plan for patients to show ID at hospitals - via guardian 
 
Ava app gives the deaf and hard-of-hearing a more present voice in group conversations - via  
TechCrunch 
 
Govt Consultation: Funding for supported housing - via CommunitiesUK 
 
Digital Pioneer Awards - deadline for nominations is 25 Nov - via DHealthLDN 
 
Clothing that can help people learn how to walk again after a stroke - Harvard Biodesign Lab - 
via guardian 
 
DeepMind Health inks new deal with UK’s NHS to deploy Streams app in early 2017 - via  
TechCrunch 
 
Echo raises £1.8m to tackle medication adherence - via echo_healthcare 
 
Demand for Surgical, Rehabilitation, and Hospital Robots expected to rise - via PRNewswire 
 
Are Healthcare Data Streams Rich Enough To Support AI? - via HealthcareScene 
 
Internet-age healthcare: a short talk - via sheldonline 
 
Overclocked smartwatch sensor uses vibrations to sense gestures, objects and locations - via  
TechCrunch 
 
NHS leaders accused of 'pie in the sky' finance plans - via digitalhealth2 
 
One in 100 healthy people carries heart-condition gene - via guardian 
 
Private firms should have bigger role in care says NHS leader - via guardian 
 
NHS financial problems endemic and no longer sustainable, say auditors - via guardian 
 
More than £1bn for faster UK broadband in autumn statement - via guardian 
 
Are Dementia rates showing signs of falling - via BBCNews 
 
JAMA: A Comparison of the Prevalence of Dementia in the United States in 2000 and 2012 - via  
JAMA_current 
 
Fitness trackers studies - via iMedicalApps 
 
Dudley Telecare care staff pick up West Midlands Police Award for support of vulnerable people 
- via DudleyNews 
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ITV Tyne Tees: How our digital weight mgmt service is tackling rising epidemic of obesity - via  
InHealthcareUK 
 
Tweetchat: Digital Health: Nurses and health tech - 1 Dec at 8pm #wenurses - via DHealthLDN 
 
5 Types of Workers to Drive the Digital Workplace - via Gartner_inc 
 
Data could be used as a ‘currency’ in healthcare - via HealthITCentral 
 
How to Choose Wearable Health Sensors? - via Berci 
 
Going further and faster to reduce AF related strokes by working together - via AHSN Network 
 
Government promise of fast, cheap Wi-Fi on trains goes off the rails - via guardian 
 
Hospitals may require patients to show passports for NHS treatment - via guardian 
 
Denmark’s first dementia village welcomes residents - via TheLocalDenmark 
 
Time-saving technological advancements have bypassed the health service - views of an admin 
worker - via guardian 
 
Theresa May to promise £2bn a year for scientific research - via guardian 
 
Health literacy - a matter of life or death - 3-5% impact on NHS budget, $106bn+ in the US - via  
ConversationUK 
 
#PDDigital16 – it’s alive and it’s social! - upcoming event on 28/29 Nov with livestream - via  
wearemhabitat 
 
Shocking neglect uncovered at two care homes in Cornwall - BBC Panorama, 21 Nov - via  
guardian 
 
Four in five UK councils struggle to provide older people's care – survey - via guardian 
 
Could weaker pound cost the NHS? - via BBCNews 
 
Britain sleepwalking into care crisis, Ros Altmann warns - via guardian 
 
NHS transformation plans may be used as cover for cuts, says BMA - via guardian 
 
Facebook will hire extra 500 UK workers for new central London HQ - via guardian 
 
Digital roadmap focus: Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin - via digitalhealth2 
 
Four new digital exemplars expected, including Imperial - via digitalhealth2 
 
Amazon Echo review: the best combined speaker and voice assistant in the UK - via guardian 
 
British children among least active in the world, with exercise 'stripped out' of modern lives - via  
Telegraph 
 
North East STP plans for GP numbers to fall by half over five years - via GPonlinenews 
 
How 5G will change the way we use the web - via TheNextWeb 
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Forget wearables. In the future, your clothes will connect to the internet - via qz 
 
Using Online Community for Digital Transformation - via dhinchcliffe 
 
Digital Health & Social Care Strategy 2017-22 – views requested on Scotland person~centred 
approach - via scotgov 
 
Extreme surveillance' becomes UK law with barely a whimper - via guardian 
 
Intel is laying off a major portion of its wearables group - via TechCrunch 
 
Secret film exposes care home failures - Panorama programme, 21 Nov - via BBCNews 
 
Government quietly privatises the NHS's in-house agency staff provider - via Independent 
 
Facebook fake news row: Mark Zuckerberg is a politician now - via BBCNews 
 
Government launches £60 million call for global health research - via DHgovuk 
 
Taking money from the NHS isn't going to solve the crisis in social care - via Independent 
 
A&E, cancer and maternity units to close in major NHS overhaul - via guardian 
 
Cerner CEO, a cancer patient, calls for improving EHRs to inclue patient perspective - via  
medcitynews 
 
Care providers ditching local authority contracts, says Tory council leader - via  
guardian 
 
Rushing through nursing associate role during financial panic risks serious mistake - via  
guardian 
 
Can NHS/social care be expected to withstand financial pressures as police & defence 
services? - via TheKingsFund 
 
NHS £8bn budget plan 'not enough', say hospital bosses - via BBCNews 
 
Internet of things set to change the face of dementia care - via guardian 
 
NHS trusts overshoot maximum annual deficit in just six months - via guardian 
 
Brexit: EU nurses are 'suffering racist abuse & heading home', a Parliamentary inquiry is told - 
via Independent 
 
NHS is fighting a losing battle without extra funding for neglected areas - via NHSProviders 
 
A day in the life of a care worker: 23 house calls in 12 hours for £64.80 - via guardian 
 
Patients 'will suffer unless NHS budget rises' - Chris Hopson of NHS Providers - via  
BBCNews 
 

News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  
Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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